
News story: Digital Local Land Charges
Register goes live for City of London
Corporation

From 8 October 2018, anyone requiring Local Land Charges searches for the
Square Mile will need to get them from HM Land Registry rather than going
directly to the City of London Corporation.

The City of London Corporation follows 2 other local authorities in migrating
its Local Land Charges data to the new national register following the launch
of the new service on 11 July 2018 with Warwick District Council.

Allison Bradbury, Head of the Local Land Charges Programme at HM Land
Registry, said:

“The City of London has one of the most dynamic business property markets in
the world. By making their local land charges information instantly
accessible via HM Land Registry’s central, digital register, we are ensuring
that customers can access essential information about property transactions
instantly, saving both time and money.”

Richard Steele, Corporate Spatial Data Manager at the City of London
Corporation, said:

“While there are relatively few residents in the Square Mile, we have around
500,000 workers. This means a lot of buildings in a small area and around
23,000 local land charges relating to those buildings. Previously, our local
land charges data was held in a mixture of paper and digital systems. Before
migrating all the information to HM Land Registry’s digital register, we have
digitised and accuracy-checked all the data. This helps to reduce business
risk for future property transactions in the area. By taking part in the
process the turnaround times for local land charges search results for
properties in the City will be reduced from days to seconds.”

HM Land Registry is working in partnership with a number of local authorities
in England this year to migrate their Local Land Charges data to a central,
digital register. Once migrated, anyone will be able to get instant online
search results via GOV.UK using the Search for Local Land Charges service.

HM Land Registry’s business customers can use their existing portal and
Business Gateway channels or their usual search providers.

Customers will need to continue to submit CON29 enquiries to the local
authority.

HM Land Registry is leading the way in using digital technology to provide
quicker and simpler services for homebuyers.

For an overview of the new service, watch our short video.
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Creating a national Local Land Charges Register

For more information, read about the Local Land Charges Programme.

News story: UK Space Agency backs
campaign to inspire girls

Working with the WISE Campaign’s People Like Me initiative, the Agency has
helped produce a resource pack for schools to boost the recruitment of girls
into STEM subjects post-16, particularly those that girls typically do not
choose, such as physics and engineering.

The initiative aims to help girls understand the breadth of careers open to
them in the space sector by introducing them to role models who are working
in the field. The women featured in the campaign come from different
backgrounds and work in different areas across the space sector.

People Like Me: space sector careers pack

Alice Bunn, International Director at the UK Space Agency, said:

Like every other high-tech sector, space needs talented scientists
and engineers, but with fewer women in science, we are missing out
on half of the talented people on the planet.

The UK Space Agency is delighted to support the WISE Campaign’s
People Like Me – Careers in the Space Sector, and to highlight the
range of great opportunities there are for girls and young women to
use and develop their skills in creative and innovative ways within
the space sector.

We want to spread the word that the space sector is a brilliant
place for your students to apply the subjects they enjoy and
develop skills that will enable them to follow their dreams.

Girls remain under-represented across core science, technology, engineering
and maths subjects. Recent research by the University of Roehampton has
revealed that 30,000 fewer girls are studying key stage four level computing
subjects compared to when the computing curriculum was introduced in the UK
in 2014.

People Like Me is unique in its twin aspirations as a strategy for both
schools and industry engagement. It encourages employers to raise aspiration
by delivering careers advice to girls, in schools or on their premises, by
professionals in STEM occupations who can challenge gendered stereotypes
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about these careers.

Since its launch in 2015, People Like Me’s resource has been delivered to
over 6,500 girls around the UK by a range of partners. The new training
platform, launched in July, will make it easier for businesses to subscribe
to the programme and start delivering sessions to girls and helping to
inspire them.

Download The People Like Me – Careers in the Space Sector pack.

Press release: Minister for Asia in
Sri Lanka to discuss reconciliation
and people-to-people links

Mark Field, Minister of State for Asia and the Pacific, arrives in Sri Lanka
today (5 October) for a visit that will include meetings with government and
opposition figures, civil society and trade organisations.

The Minister will hold discussions with government representatives including
President Maithripala Sirisena and Minister of Foreign Affairs Tilak
Marapana.

He will also meet Leader of the Opposition R. Sampanthan and Joint Opposition
Parliamentary Group Leader Dinesh Gunawardena, with members of civil society
and the Commissioners of the Office on Missing Persons, and visit the London
Stock Exchange Group.

The Minister will discuss the UK’s continued support for Sri Lanka in
delivering meaningful and lasting reconciliation, as well as celebrating
people-to-people links with the England Cricket Team.

Minister of State Mark Field said:

I am looking forward to visiting Sri Lanka for talks with the
government across the full range of our bilateral issues.

I will offer the UK’s continued support to help Sri Lanka make
progress on its human rights and reconciliation agenda ahead of
Geneva next March, and highlight our cooperation on areas such as
bilateral trade and wildlife protection.

My visit coincides with that of the England Cricket Team – and
offers the opportunity to celebrate our two countries’ shared love
for the sport and the qualities it represents, such as fair play
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and respect.

Further information

Follow Foreign Office Minister Mark Field @MarkFieldUK

Follow the Foreign Office on Twitter @foreignoffice and Facebook

Follow the Foreign Office on Instagram, YouTube and LinkedIn

Media enquiries

For journalists

Email
newsdesk@fco.gov.uk

Newsdesk
020 7008 3100

Press release: Joint statement from
Prime Minister May and Prime Minister
Rutte

We have, with the operations exposed today, further shone a light on the
unacceptable cyber activities of the Russian military intelligence service,
the GRU. It has targeted institutions across the world, including the
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) in The Hague.

This attempt, to access the secure systems of an international organisation
working to rid the world of chemical weapons, demonstrates the GRU’s
disregard for the global values and rules that keep us all safe.

The GRU’s reckless operations stretch from destructive cyber activity to the
use of illegal nerve agents, as we saw in Salisbury. That attack left four
people fighting for their lives and one woman dead.

Our action today reinforces the clear message from the international
community: We will uphold the rules-based international system, and defend
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international institutions from those that seek to do them harm.

News story: Ensuring charity can
thrive and inspire trust so that
people can improve lives and
strengthen society

We have today published our new Statement of Strategic Intent, which sets out
our core purpose and our priorities for the five years to 2023.

That new purpose, to ensure charity can thrive and inspire trust so that
people can improve lives and strengthen society, will inform everything we
do.

Our new purpose and Statement of Strategic Intent do not replace our
statutory objectives, which we will continue to fulfil. But we are clear that
regulation is a means to an end, not an end in itself.

We must do all we can to ensure charities can show that they are being true
to their purposes, demonstrate the difference they’re making, and meet the
high expectations the public have of charities.

These expectations include that a charity must be more than an organisation
with worthy aims. It must be a living example of charitable purpose,
charitable attitudes, and charitable behaviour.

Our strategy makes clear that charities and the Commission share a collective
responsibility for ensuring the concept of charity survives and thrives into
the future and charities reach their potential for good in our society.

Baroness Stowell, Chair of the Charity Commission,
says:

From now on, the Commission is a purpose-driven regulator. We are
clear not just on what we do, but about why we do it. Our purpose
is deliberately positive: charity is a vital force for good in our
society, and we as regulator share a responsibility with charities
to help maximise the positive impact charity has, to help charity
reach its potential.

Our great challenge is that charities are not always living up to
the public’s expectation that being a charity is about how we
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behave, not just what we set out to achieve. The public, quite
reasonably, expect a charity to have charitable aims, and to be a
living, breathing expression of charitable behaviour and attitude.
By working on this together, charities and the Commission will help
ensure that charities thrive, so that people can improve lives and
strengthen society.

Our Statement of Strategic Intent sets out and explains 5 new strategic
objectives. They are:

holding charities to account
dealing with wrongdoing and harm
informing public choice
giving charities the understanding and tools they need to succeed
keeping charity relevant for today’s world

You can read more about each objective, and about how our work will be
changing to meet them, in the Statement of Strategic Intent.

We’re now working on a more detailed road map that will translate the
Statement of Strategic Intent into a plan for action. We envisage that, as we
work to deliver against our purpose, we will engage in conversation, and in
some cases in consultation with charities and others on specific proposals or
changes to the way we regulate.

The statement replaces our previous strategic plan, which ran to 2018.
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